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Abstract 
Static typing and subtyping are useful for the support of incremental refinement and 
reuse in object-oriented languages. Although demanded, there is currently no appropri
ate type model for concurrent object-oriented languages that supports dynamic behavior 
modifications. We propose a type model based on a process calculus with trace semantics 
and demonstrate its use in a simple language. This model is an extension of conventional 
models for types and subtyping and ensures that all messages are processed even if object 
behavior is modified dynamically. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The object-oriented paradigm is now probably the most important paradigm for the 
development of software. Object-oriented programming languages are based on objects 
communicating with other objects by exchanging messages (Wegner, 1990). An object 
is a self-contained entity characterized by its identity, state and behavior. The objects 
are classified according to their behavior into a system of types. Also sub typing ( Cardelli 
and Wegner, 1985, and Liskov and Wing, 1993) and the related sort of polymorphism are 
regarded as necessary features of object-oriented languages. 

In concurrent object-oriented languages it is advantageous to use active objects (Nier
strasz, 1993), i.e. to view objects as processes that communicate by message passing. In 
this paper we use a combination of the actor model {Agha, 1986) with a process calculus 
(Milner, 1989, and Baeten and Weijland, 1990). The focus is on a static type model for 
such active objects. 

Static types in programming languages improve the readability of programs, the early 
detection of some errors, and the efficiency of compiled code. The compiler accepts pro
grams only if a type checker can prove that all messages are understood and treated in an 
expected way. Especially active objects may change their behavior dynamically so that 
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the set of understood messages depends on the objects' states. The type model proposed 
in this paper is able to deal with this difficulty. 

The type model and the subtyping relation based on trace sets as well as their axiom
atization in a process calculus are described in Section 2. The application of these types 
in a concurrent language and static type checking are discussed in Section 3. 

2 PROCESS TYPES 

2.1 The Goal 

We demonstrate what we may expect from a type system for active objects by showing an 
example using tasks in Ada. Tasks are regarded as active objects that accept the messages 
specified by entry declarations in task type declarations: 

task type Buffer is 
entry put(e: in Elem); 
entry get(e: out Elem); 

end Buffer; 

task body Buffer is 
x: Elem; 

begin 
loop 

accept put(e: in Elem) do x := e; end; 
accept get(e: out Elem) doe := x; end; 

end loop; 
end Buffer; 

Using the information provided by the task type, the following piece of code would be 
type-consistent, where buff is an instance of "Buffer" and e1 and e2 are variables of type 
"Elem": 

buff.put(el)i --send the message "put" with argument e1 to buff 
buff.put(e2)i 
buff.get(el); 

Provided that there is no other task sending messages to buff, the execution of this piece 
of code results in a deadlock: buff expects to receive the messages "put" and "get" in 
alternation, beginning with "put". This property of buff is not reflected in the task type. 

We desire that an appropriate type system prevents such deadlocks by making con
straints on the allowed ordering of messages explicit. The compiler has to ensure that 
each sender obeys the expected message ordering. In general, this is a difficult problem: 
Because of aliasing, the compiler has to consider that several concurrent tasks may send 
messages to a single object in an interleaved way. 

Types in object-oriented languages are partial specifications of object behavior that 
should express how instances of the types can be used savely (Liskov and Wing, 1993). 
A supertype is a less complete specification of the behavior specified by a subtype; i.e., 
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all properties that hold for the supertype hold also for the subtype. The principle of 
substitutability says that an instance of a subtype can always be used in any context 
in which an instance of a supertype was expected (Wegner and Zdonik, 1988). Since we 
expect that types for active objects express not only acceptable messages but also allowed 
orderings of messages, a subtype has to accept all orderings of messages accepted by a 
supertype; a subtype may accept additional orderings. 

2.2 Types and Subtyping with Trace Sets 

In this paper the Greek letters u, 7, cp and '1/J, possibly indexed or quoted, denote types. 
We write u ~ 7 if u is a subtype of 7 (7 is a supertype of u). 

The basic components of traces in our context are message prototypes. A message 
prototype is an expression c(u1, ... , uk; 7 1, ... , 7z), where cis a message identifier (message 
name), u 1, ... , uk are the types of the 0 ~ k input parameters, and 71, •.. , 71 are the types 
of the 0 ~ l output parameters. A set P of usable message prototypes is predefined. All 
messages an object sends or receives are described by message prototypes. A message 
c(o1, .•• , om; v1 , ••• , vn) corresponds to the above message prototype if k ~ m, n ~ l, 
o1, ... , Om are objects, v1, ... , Vn are variables to which results shall be written, the types 
of o1, ... , ok are subtypes of u1, ... , uk, and the types of v1, . .. , .,;n are supertypes of 
7 1, ... , 7n· A message prototype occurring in a type trace can be regarded as the action 
of receiving a corresponding message. 

A type trace is a sequence p1 • • • Pn of 0 ~ n message prototypes. So, a type trace is a 
word in P*, where P* is the set of all words over the alphabet P of message prototypes. 
E denotes the empty word (n = 0) with EW = w =WE for all wE P*. A type trace set T 
is a prefix-closed non-empty set of type traces, i.e. T # 0, and ww' E T implies w E T for 
allw,w'EP*. 

We regard type trace sets as type specifications of active objects: An object is prepared 
to handle each sequence of received messages described by a type trace in a type trace 
set. The object's clients are allowed to send messages only according to exactly one type 
trace selected from the set. trace( T) denotes the type trace set of a type T. 

The following definition of subtyping based on type trace sets conforms to the principle 
of substitutability: If u ~ 7, an object of type u shall be able to handle all messages 
received from clients which send messages on the assumption that the object is of type 
T. A sufficient condition would be u ~ 7 {:} trace(r) ~ trace(u). But the principle of 
substitutability is satisfied also with less strict constraints on message arguments: 

Definition 1 A type u is a subtype of a type T (denoted by u ~ T) if and only if for each 
type trace p1 · · · Pn E trace(r) there is a p~ · · · p~ E trace(u) so that (for each 1 ~ i :S n; 
with Pi = c; ('Pi,!, ... , 'Pi,k,; '1/li,l, ... , 1/;;,i,} and p; = c; ( 'P;,1, ... , 'P:,k;; ·0;,1, ... , 't/{1)) 

• c; = c; {equal message identifiers}; 
• k; ~ k; and 'Pi,j :S cp;,j for 1 ~ j ~ k; (contravariant input parameter types}; 
• l; :S 1; anrl'l/{i ~ ·t/J;,j fo·r 1 :S j :S 1; {covariant output parameter· types). 

It is save to require only that messages in subtypes do not depend on more arguments than 
the corresponding messages in supertypes because it does not matter if clients send more 
arguments than needed. But the object has to send at least as many output arguments 
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as needed by a client which assumes that the object behaves according to a supertype 
of the object's concrete type. This argumentation motivates also contravariant input and 
covariant output parameter types: The input parameter types must not be more specific 
than the types of the arguments a client operating according to a supertype is forced to 
deliver; and the types of output must be at least as specific as required by the client. 

A conventional type of a passive object is usually specified as the set of prototypes for 
those messages understood by the object. The messages correspond to functions invoked 
by clients in arbitrary sequence. The type of a passive object that understands messages 
of the prototypes in a set R ~ P can be specified by the type trace set R*. Obviously, 
R* is a subset of the set of all type trace sets. Therefore, our model of types specified by 
arbitrary type trace sets is an extension of the conventional type model. Our types allow 
us to specify not only sets of messages that can be sent an arbitrary number of times in 
arbitrary ordering, but {if desired) also the expected number of repetitions and expected 
orderings. For example, with this extension it is possible to specify the type of a buffer 
of limited capacity so that messages for inserting and deleting elements can occur only in 
orderings that do not cause underflows and overflows. 

As a raw approximation, a conventional type CJ specified by the message prototypes 
S E P is a subtype of a conventional type T specified by R E P if R ~ S. Since R ~ S is 
equivalent to R* ~ s·' R ~ s implies (J ~ T according to Definition 1. Input parameter 
types are contravariant and output parameter types are covariant also in conventional 
types. Hence, our definition of subtyping is compatible with subtyping for conventional 
types. 

2.3 Type Expressions 

In order to be able to make use of types and subtyping as defined in Section 2.2, we have 
to find a more convenient representation of types. It is well-known that each trace set 
corresponds to an expression in a process algebra (Baeten and Weijland, 1990). So it is 
natural to represent types as expressions of a process algebra based on trace semantics. 
Trace semantics is often regarded as too weak for many applications because it is not 
able to express deadlock behavior. However, in our context trace semantics is completely 
appropriate since types describe only the messages expected to be received by an object. 

The set T of all type expressions (i.e. expressions in our process algebra) is constructed 
inductively: To = P U { c: }; 7i+I = T; U {CJT, CJ + T, CJiiT I CJ, T E T;} for 0 ~ i; T = Uo<i T;. 

Intuitively, a message prototype p used as type expression says that an object of type 
p expects to receive a corresponding message exactly once. c: denotes the empty type; 
objects of this type do not expect to receive any message. A sequential composition CJT 

is the type of an object that expects to receive messages first according to CJ and then 
according to T. An alternative composition CJ + T specifies for each object of this type that 
the object's clients send messages according to either CJ or T. A parallel composition CJiiT 

means that the messages received according to CJ and T can be interleaved arbitrarily. 
In the rest of this text we continue to use the convention that u, T, cp and 'lj; denote 

arbitrary type expressions in T, and p and q denote message prototypes in P. We will use 
the notion "type expression" to denote a specific expression in T and "type" to denote 
the class of all equal type expressions. Sequential composition has highest and alternative 
composition lowest priority. Parentheses overwrite these priorities. The symbol c: denotes 
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the empty word as well as the empty type. Syntactically, each word in P* is both, a type 
trace and a type expression. 

A set of algebraic laws is defined on T: 

( O"T )ip = u( Tip) 
Tf:=T 
f:T =T 

(u + T) + ip =a+ (T + ip) 
u+T=T+u 
u+T=u foru~T 

u(T + ip) = O"T + O"ip 
(u + T)ip = O"ip +Tip 

uiiT = Tllu 
Tllc=T 

pullqT = p(ullqT) + q(puiiT) 
(u + T)llip = ullip + Tllip 

Two type expressions are equal if the equality can be derived from these equations. Further 
general laws are derivable from the given equations. For example, u + T = u for u ~ T 
(with ~ as in Definition 1) implies u + f: = u and u + u = u. To conclude, all three 
kinds of composition are associative and use f: as the neutral element; alternative and 
parallel composition are commutative; alternative composition is idempotent; sequential 
and parallel composition are distributive over alternative composition. 

The parallel composition operator is in fact syntactic sugar: Each type expression con
taining II is equal to a type expression that does not contain II· In fact, each type expression 
is equal to a type expression w1 + · · · + Wn with w1 , ... , Wn E P*. Parallel composition 
allows us to easily express types that are (infinitely) large and complicated if expressed 
only with sequential and alternative composition. 

It is easy to establish a connection between process expressions and type trace sets. We 
formally define the function "trace" which was already used informally to compute the 
type trace set for a given type expression: 

trace(r=:) = {r=:} 
trace(p7) = {r=:} U {pwlw E trace(T)} 

trace( u + T) = trace( u) U trace( T) 

There is an implicit condition for the usefulness of the above definitions: "trace" computes 
equal type trace sets exactly for those type expressions which are equal according to the 
algebraic laws. Fortunately, this condition is fulfilled: 

Theorem I u = T {'} trace(u) = trace(T). 

The proof of an analogous theorem for a similar algebra is outlined, for example, by 
Baeten and Weijland (1990). It is easily adapted to our algebra. 

The representation of types is further enhanced by introducing recursive equation sys
tems on type expressions. For example, the solution of the equation x = px is x = ppp · · ·, 
and the solution of y = PIIY is y = PIIPIIPII· · ·. Because of space limitations we do not treat 
equations on type expressions in detail, but refer the reader to Milner (1989) and Baeten 
and Weijland (1990). 

Some examples of types of buffers illustrate the expressiveness of type expressions. The 
type expression Bufferl describes the interaction with a buffer that can hold only a single 
element of type E: 

Bufferl = put(E;) get(ret(E; ); ) Bufferl 
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First, a message "put" with an input argument of type E is expected. It puts an element 
into the buffer. The next message "get" specifies an object that expects to receive the 
content of the buffer as argument of a message "ret" . The recursive call of Buffer 1 specifies 
that the buffer expects an infinite number of the messages "put" and "get" in alternation. 

The type of a buffer with a capacity of three elements is constructed from Bufferl: 

Buffer3 = Bufferl II Bufferl II Bufferl 

The type of a buffer able to hold an infinite number of elements is constructed similarly: 

Buffer! = Bufferl II Buffer! 

This type expression is equal to the following: 

Buffer!= put(E;) get(ret(E; ); ) II Buffer! 

Bufferlis restricted so that always only as many "get"-messages are allowed as there are 
elements in the buffer. BufferU is not limited by this restriction: 

BufferU = put(E;) II get(ret(E; ); ) II BufferU 

Surprisingly, BufferU is expressible also in this way: 

BufferU = (put(E;) + get(ret(E; ); )) BufferU 

From the latter representation it is easy to see that the type of a buffer in a conventional 
type model corresponds to BufferU: The type offers the messages "put" and "get" sent 
in arbitrary ordering for an arbitrary number of times. 

2.4 Subtyping with Process Types 

We want to axiomatize subtyping; i.e. we want to define a binary relation j on T so that 
CJ j T if and only if CJ ~ T according to Definition 1. The following rule set defines j. 

TjT Sl 
CJ[;;;T 1pj'lj; 

83 
CJjT 1pj'lj; 

85 
CJ({! j T'lj; (JII1p j rll'if; 

82 
CJ-<T ({!-<'if; 

84 
CJ[;;;T CJ' j r' 1pj'lj; 

rje; 
CJ+({! :::5 r+'if; (J(J'II1p :::5 r(r'll'if;) 

86 

T1 j (Jl · · · T; j CJ; ({!! j 'lj;l ••• ({!j j 'lj;j 
87 

c(CJ!, ... , CJ;; ({!1, ... , ({!3, .•. , ({!l) j c(r1, ... ,T;, ... ,rk;'if;l, ..• ,'if;j) 

The basic assumptions are that ::5 is reflexive and each type is a subtype of the empty 
type c. However, the latter of these assumptions has to be rethought when introducing 
83 dealing with sequential compositions: If we define (CJ j T II <p j 1/;) => CJ({! j r'lj;, 
it is possible to infer, for example, pq ::5 q because of p j e; and q ::5 q; this example 
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corresponds to neither our intuition nor Definition 1. A safe rule would be <p ::::5 '1/J '* 
7<p ::::5 7'1/J; however, this rule does not comprise some important cases. Therefore, an 
additional relation ~ on T is used in 83. This relation is essentially the same as ::::5 except 
that 7 ~ c holds only for 7 = c: 

7~7 Rl 

0"~7 <p~'lj; 
R2 

u<p ~ 7'1/J 

0"~7 <p~'I/J 
u+<p ~ 7+'1/J 

0"~7 

u+<p ~ 7 

R3 

R4 

0"~7 r.pC.'I/J 

ull<fJ ~ 7111/J 
Rq 

R7 

R4 expresses the fact that a subtype may have more alternatives than a supertype. R3 
does not include this case, although 84 does because 7 and 1/J may be equal to c and 
c is the neutral element for +. Also 86 and R6 implicitly deal with additional alterna
tives in subtypes: A type expression pullq7 is equal to p(ullq7) + q(pull7); a supertype 
may express only one of these alternatives. This argumentation holds also for arbitrary 
type expressions instead of single message prototypes. 87 and R7 deal with subtyping 
on message prototypes; input parameter types are contravariant and output parameter 
types covariant as explained in Section 2.2. The subtyping relation between parameter 
types is expressed by ::::5 also in R7 since parameter types do not occur within sequential 
compositions. 

It is easy to see that ::::5 as well as::; are reflexive, transitive and antisymmetric relations. 
These properties are important for type systems in general since they allow us to use types 
conveniently. Moreover, these partial orderings of T resp. the set of all type trace sets 
induce complete lattices. The infimum of two types is for both relations the most general 
common subtype, and the supremum is the most specific common supertype. For ::::5 the 
top element is c, and the bottom element is the solution of the equation x = (p1 +· · +Pn)x, 
where p1, ... , Pn are all elements in P. For ::; the type trace set of the top element is { c}, 
and the type trace set of the bottom element is P*. Fortunately, trace(c) = {c}, and 
"trace" applied to the bottom element of the lattice induced by ::::5 returns P*. From the 
next theorem we see that these relationships are not accidental. 

Theorem 2 u ::::57 {'} u::; 7. 

We outline the proof of Theorem 2. 
u ::::5 7 =? u ::; 7: In the first step we ignore the last rules in the definitions of ~ and ::::5 

and show for the remaining rules u ~ 7 =? trace( 7) ~ trace( u) and u ::::5 7 =? trace( 7) ~ 
trace(u). There are no difficulties in this part of the proof. Then, we note that the last 
rules in the definitions of ~ and ::::5 are equivalent to the conditions in Definition 1. The 
proof of u ~ 7 =? u :<::: 7 and u ::::5 7 =? u :<::: 7 using the complete rule set goes along 
the Jines of the proof in the first step. 

u ::::5 7 ¢' u ::; 7: In the first step we ignore again the last rules in the definitions 
of ~ and ::::5 and show that u ::::5 7 can be inferred from the remaining rules for eacl! 
two types u and 7 with trace(7) ~ trace(u). There are words w1, ... ,wm E P* so that 
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T = w1 + · · · + Wm. (Each type can be represented in this form.) trace(T) ~ trace(u) 
implies that there are words w;, ... , w~ E P* { m :S n) so that T = w1 w; + · · · + wm w;,. + 
w;,.+l + · · · + w~. It is easy to see that u ::5 T can be inferred from the rules. The proof 
for trace(T) ~ trace(u) =? u ::5 T can easily be extended to include the conditions in 
Definition 1. Hence, u :S T =? u ::5 T. 

From this proof we see that the rules defining subtyping relations for the parallel com
position operator do not add to the completeness. They have been introduced because it 
is convenient to use them, but they are not necessary. 

The examples of buffer types provided in Section 2.3 are related by subtyping. It is 
possible to derive from the above rules 

BufferU :S Buffer! :S Buffer3 :S Buffer1 

{Since ::5 and :S are equal we denote the subtyping relation only by :S in the rest of the 
text.) A buffer of type BufferU can deal properly with all messages from clients that send 
messages as if the buffer could hold only a restricted number of messages or handle only 
as many "get"-messages as there have been previous "put"-messages. The types 

BufferW = put{E;) BufferW and BufferR = get(ret{E; ); ) BufferR 

are supertypes of BufferU. Also Buffer! :S Buffer W holds; but Buffer! is not a subtype of 
BufferR because Buffer/requires that each "get"-message is preceded by a "put"-message. 
Although examples like Buffer Wand BufferR may look artificial at the moment, such "half 
types" play an important role in the design of type-safe concurrent programs, as we will 
see in the next section. 

3 PROCESS TYPES IN A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE 

In this section the types introduced in Section 2 are related to a concurrent programming 
language. For simplicity, we use a language based on a similar process calculus as our types. 
We do not want to develop a complete programming language, but focus on aspects like 
type-safety and aliases. 

3.1 The Language 

In a concurrent object-oriented programming language we need a mechanism to identify 
and address objects and a computation mechanism. An object's identity {or mail address) 
serves for addressing, the object's behavior describes the computation of the object. Our 
language is based on a combination of the actor model (Agha, 1986) as addressing mech
anism and a process calculus to describe the computation. 

In the actor model each actor (active object) has a unique mail address and commu
nicates with other actors by sending messages to their mail addresses. Messages may 
contain mail addresses of further actors as arguments. It is assumed that the messages 
are received in the same ordering as they were sent. Each actor has a mail queue holding 
received messages until they are processed. {In the rest of the text we implicitly assume 
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that messages shall be processed in the ordering in which they were sent resp. received, 
although a similar model provides more freedom by allowing messages in the mail queue 
to be processed in arbitrary ordering. Our results hold also for the model with more free
dom as long as each message in the mail queue is eventually processed.) The actor model 
supports synchronous as well as asynchronous communication. For asynchronous commu
nication, output arguments can be realized with the "future" mechanism (Halstead, 1985): 
At the time when a message is sent, the variables to which the output shall be written are 
bound to futures; these futures are replaced by the output (i.e. mail addresses) when the 
message is processed. Our results hold for synchronous and asynchronous communication 
as well as for Ada's rendezvous mechanism. 

Programs are written in a typed process calculus. The Greek letters a, f3 and "! denote 
process expressions in this calculus, a an atomic action, and u and v variables that can 
be bound to mail addresses. Each occurrence of a variable is associated with a type 
annotation. The calculus consists of three classes of atomic actions: 

c(u1:0"1, ... , Um:O"m; V1:'Tt, ... , Vn:'Tn) 

V:T.c(ul:o-~, ... , Um:am; Vt:'Tl, ... , Vn:Tn) 
v:r $a 

process the next message in the mail queue 
send a message to v (when v is a mail address) 
create a new actor behaving according to a 

Process expressions are constructed from atomic actions by sequential composition (a/3), 
alternative composition (a+ /3) and parallel composition (all/3). 

Because of space limitations we describe the semantics of the language only informally. 
Each (partial) process expression is in the scope of (i.e. belongs to) an actor and its unique 
mail address - an address that exists either from the beginning or is created by an atomic 
action. For example, in an expression u:u $ a(v:r $ (3)"!, the subexpression f3 is in the scope 
of the mail address bound to v, while a and "! are in the scope of the address bound to u. 
A message receiving action in the scope of a mail address v removes the first message from 
the mail queue associated with v and binds the parameters (variables) according to the 
arguments of the removed message. This action is executable only if the message identifier 
and the numbers and types of input and output arguments are appropriate. A message 
sending action appends a given message to the end of the mail queue specified in the 
action. As semantics of process expressions we can chose among bisimulation semantics, 
trace semantics and similar definitions of semantics. 

Each variable occurring in a process expression must be initialized at most once, and 
no variable must be used before initialization. Each occurrence of a variable as input 
parameter of a message receiving action or as output argument of a message sending 
action or to the left of the $ in an actor creation action is an initialization; each other 
occurrence is a use. It is easy to verify that each occurrence of a variable in a using position 
is preceded by exactly one initializing occurrence of this variable. 

A type is a partial specification of object behavior; it describes how instances of the 
type interact with their clients. A type r partially specifies an object's behavior a (i.e. the 
object is of type r) if type( a) ::; r, where the function "type" computes the most specific 
type of an object with given behavior. This is the definition for atomic actions: 

type(c(u1:a1, ... , Um:O"m; V1:'T1, ... , Vn:'Tn)) = C(O"b ... , O"m; Tt, ... , Tn) 

type(v:r.c(u1:u1, ... , um:um; v1:r1, ... , Vn:rn)) = c 
type(v:r$a) = c 
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Only message receiving actions are relevant to clients because they describe the expected 
messages; message sending and actor creating actions usually do not contribute to the 
specification of the interaction between an object and its clients. 

The definition of "type" for sequential compositions is trivial: 

type(a,8) =type( a) type(,8) 

The definition for alternative compositions is more involved: 

type( 2: a,ai) = 2: type(aiai) if type(ai) i. type(aJ) for alll ~ i,j ~ n 
I:Si:<.:;n l:Si:Sn 

type( 2: a;) = V type(a;) otherwise 
l:Si:Sn l~;i:Sn 

Here, we apply the usual notation of sums for alternative compositions and V to denote 
the supremum (i.e. the most specific common supertype) of types. Intuitively, if the path 
taken by an active object depends on received messages, the clients are able to control 
what path has to be taken. In this case the clients send messages to either of the available 
pathes and the active object has to follow the selected path. Otherwise, if the active object 
can select the taken path independently from the received messages, the clients have no 
control over the taken path. We use the notion of internal indeterminism for this kind of 
indeterminism. The most specific common supertype over all possible pathes of this kind 
describes the most specific type according to which messages can be sent independently 
of the selected path. (Parallel compositions can be reduced to sequential and alternative 
compositions; we do not deal with them explicitly in this text.) 

We give some simple examples. The solution of the equation 

Buffer1Impl = put(v1:E;) get(v2:ret(E; ); ) v2:ret(E; ).ret(v1:E;) Bvffer1Impl 

is a process expression of the most specific type Buffer1 given in Section 2.3. The imple
mentation of a buffer of type BufferU is equally simple: 

BufferUimpl = (put(v1:E;) II get(v2:ret(E; ); )) v2:ret(E; ).ret(v1:E;) II BufferUimpl 

The application of the function "type" to this expression returns 

BufferU = (put(E;) II get(ret(E; ); )) E II BufferU = put(E;) II get(ret(E; ); ) II BufferU 

This simple example shows that a process expression and the corresponding type expres
~ion may be structured differently. 

3.2 Well-typed Process Expressions 

A process expression (or program) is well-typed if the following situation cannot occur: 
All concurrent activities within an active object wait for the receipt of an appropriate 
message, but the next message in the mail queue is not appropriate to any of the waiting 
message receiving actions. An important goal of our types is to prevent such situations. 
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We have to check that a process expression fulfills some sufficient conditions which ensure 
that the expression is well-typed. 

An obvious (but not sufficient) condition is that the mail address of an active object 
behaving according to a process expression a is bound to a variable annotated with the 
type T only if type(o:) :::; T. A reason for the insufficiency of this condition is that the 
object and its most specific type are not static; the corresponding process expression is 
modified whenever an action is executed. Fortunately, an object's type is modified only 
when a received message is processed. Therefore, the object's clients have a chance to 
update the type annotations of their variables bound to the object's mail address: 

On sending a message, the type annotation of the variable representing the receiver is updated 
to the receiver's expected type after receiving this message. 

This principle of type updating is easily checked by comparing the type annotations of 
successive occurrences of each variable. But the principle ensures only that no inappro
priate message is sent according to a single variable by a single client. With asynchronous 
communication it does not ensure that the variable's type annotation is always a super
type of the object's type because of the delay between sending and receiving a message. 
Since well-typedness does not require that each type annotation reflects the corresponding 
object's actual type, synchronous as well as asynchronous communication are appropriate. 
A real insufficiency of the principle of type updating is that it is able to deal only with a 
single variable in a single client. The additional principle of type splitting is required: 

The type annotation of a var-iable is split along a par-allel composition into two parts whenever 
the variable is used as an argument; one part is associated with the argument, the other with 
fu·rther uses of the variable. This type splitting is repeated for each use of the variable as an 
argument. 

This principle supports several clients by giving each client a limited view of the object's 
type. Each client can send messages to the object only according to its limited view. 
Since the type views of the clients are split along parallel compositions, the object is able 
to handle all arbitrarily interleaved messages received from the clients. A client may get 
several variables bound to the same mail address. The type annotations of these variables 
may be different. These variables are treated as different variables for type updating as 
well as type splitting. It is not necessary to know that they are bound to the same mail 
address. 

A disadvantage of the principle of type splitting is that it severely restricts the set of 
provably well-typed programs. Because of type renewal we can prove well-typedness for 
an additional case: 

The type annotation of a variable v bound to a mail address can be r·enewed within the scope 
of this mail address: If the process in the mail address' scope is a/3 and v 's initial type is {a 
supertype of) type( a), v 's type is renewed to {a supertype of) type(/3) at the beginning of (3. 

According to this principle, type expressions can be split in a specific case also along se
quential compositions. Process expressions following this principle are well-typed because 
the execution of a has to be completed when the execution of /3 starts; at this time all 
messages expected by a have already been received. 
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We give a formal method for determining statically (i.e. by the compiler) whether a 
process expression is well-typed: 

Theorem 3 A type expression a is well-typed if for each variable v occurring in a there 
exists a type T so that the predicate typed defined by T1 to T12 holds for typed(v:T, a). 

This is the definition of the predicates "typed" and "selftyped" : 

typed( v:T, c) 

typed(v:a, a) T S alla1ll· · ·llam 
typed(v:T, v':cp.c(u1:ip1, ... , Um:fPm; VJ:'f/;1, ... , Vn:'I/Jn) a) 

where v # v' and v #vi and v = u; => a;= cp; (for 1 SiS m; 1 S j s n) 

typed(v:a, a) T S rp rp S c(rp1, ... , 'Pm; '1/JJ, ... , '1/Jn)(alladl .. ·II am) 
typed(v:T, v:rp.c(ui:fPI, ... , Um:rpm; VJ:'f/;1, ... , Vn:'I/Jn) a) 

where v # Vj and v = u; => a; = cp; (for 1 S i S m; 1 S j S n) 

typed(v:T, a) 
typed(v:T, v':a.c(u1:a1, ... , Um:am; VJ:TJ, ... , Vn:Tn) a:) 

where v # v' and v # u; and v =vi => Tj S T {for 1 S i S m; 1 S j s n) 

typed{v:T, a) 
typed{v:T, c(ui:a!, ... , Um:am; v1:T1, ... , Vn:Tn) a) 

where v #vi and v = u; => a; S T {for 1 S iSm; 1 S j S n) 

typed{v:a, a:) T S alhl· · ·llrn 
typed(v:T, c(u1:'P1. ... , Um:rpm; VJ:'I/JJ, ... , Vn:'I/Jn) a:) 

where v # u; and v =vi => Tj = '1/Ji {for 1 s i S m; 1 s j s n) 

typed(v:rp, a:) typed{v:'f/;, (J) T S rpii'I/J 
where v # u 

typed{v:T, (u:a$a)(J) 

typed(v:rp, a) typed{v:'f/;, 1) type(a) <a a< rpii'I/J selftyped{v, (J) 
typed{ v:a, ( v:a $ a(J)r) 

typed(v:rp, a:) typed(v:'f/;, (J) T S rp +'if; 
typed{ v:T, a + (J) 

typed(v:rp, a) typed(v:'f/;, (J) T S rpii'I/J 

typed( v:T, a:llfl) 

typed(v:type(a), a) 
selftyped(v, a) 

selftyped(v, (J) selftyped(v, 1) 
selftyped(v, a) where a= fl-y or a:= (J + 7 or a= flb 

T1 

T2 

T3 

T4 

T5 

T6 

T7 

T8 

T9 

TlO 

Til 

T12 
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We outline the proof of Theorem 3: 
A message is sent only if the sender's view of the receiver's type* specifies that the 

receiver will be able to deal with the message. We have to show that each type view 
corresponds to a type of the receiver at the moment when all messages sent so far have 
been consumed. When the computation starts, no variable in the process expression is 
bound to a mail address. By the execution of an actor creation action the mail address of 
the new actor becomes known only to this new actor and its creator. The type of the first 
part of the new actor's process (the part denoted by a in T8) is a parallel composition 
of two type views; one view becomes visible to the new actor, the other to the creator. 
Because of parallel composition, the messages sent according to the two type views can 
be interleaved arbitrarily so that the new actor and its creator can proceed independently 
with their computations. The second part (tho one denoted by j3 in T8) renews only the 
occurrences of the variable visible within the new actor when all messages sent according 
to the first part have already been received. 

Type views are split into parallel parts also when mail addresses become acquainted to 
further actors. When a message is sent to a mail address, the type view of the variable 
holding the receiver's mail address is updated so as if this message has already been 
consumed by the receiver. Since we assume that messages are received in the same order 
in which they were sent, all messages are consumed in the same order in which type views 
are updated. 

It remains to show that internal nondeterminism does not affect type views. This is 
done by referring to the definition of the function "type". Hence, there is an executable 
message receiving action whenever the mail queue contains received messages. 

All process expressions given as examples in Section 3.1 are (trivially) well-typed. The 
following well-typed producer/consumer example shows more complex relationships: 

!nit = ( VJ :BufferU $ BufferU!mpl) 
( Vz:init(Buffer W;) $ Pmducer) Vz:init(BufferW; ).init(v1:Buffer W;) 
( v3:init(Bujfer W;) $ Pmducer-) v3:init(Bujfer W; ).init('u1 :Buffer W; ) 
(v4:init(BujJerR;) $ Consumer(v4)) v4:init(BufferR; ).init(v1:BufferR;) 
(v5 :init(Bu.fjerR;) $ Consumer(v5 )) v5:init(BufferR; ).init(v1:BufferR;) 

Producer= init(1J1:Bv,ffer·W;) PLoup(v1) 
l'Loop(v,) =I* produce some v2:E *I v1:Buff'erW.put(v2 :E;) PLoop(v1) 

Consv.mer(vJ) = init(v2:Bv,fferR;) CLoop(v1 , v2) 

CLoop(vJ, vz) = vz:BujJerR.get(v1:ret(E; ); ) ret(v3:E;) I* use vo:E *I CLoop(vJ, vz) 

The initial actor associated with the process expression !nit creates a buffer as well as two 
producers and two consumers that communicate through the shared buffer. The variable 
v1 in !nit is well-typed according to the principle of type splitting because of 

BufferU = B1~fferW II BufferW II BufferR II BufferR II E. 

Each consumer and producer expects a single initialization message; only the initial actor 

*An actor's view of another actor's type at a point in the computation is the annotation of an assumed 
next occurrence (in the first actor) of a variable bound to the mail address of the latter actor. 
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can send this message because the variables v2 , •.• , v5 are annotated with the correspond
ing types. For the well-typedness of Producer and Consumer we need the equalities 

Buffer W = Buffer W Buffer W and BufferR = BufferR BufferR. 

In CLoop we need the self-reference v1 of the consumer as argument of "get" -messages; 
the variable is annotated with the type ret(E;) for each execution of the loop because of 
type renewal. 

4 RELATED WORK 

The presented approach is a result of research work on types in concurrent object-oriented 
languages with the goal to increase the expressiveness and flexibility. An important idea 
is to use knowledge about the absence of parallel clients (for some services) in replacing 
dynamic synchronization code with static type information. The present paper refines 
previous results (Puntigam, 1995). The most important difference to previous work is 
the use of trace semantics for type expressions. It allows us to completely axiomatize 
subtyping so that Theorem 1 and 2 are provable. 

Much work on types for concurrent languages and models has been done. The majority 
of this work is based on the 1r-calculus (Milner et al., 1992); especially the problem of 
inferring most general types was considered by Gay (1993), Vasconcelos and Honda (1993) 
and Vasconcelos (1994). Nierstrasz (1993), Pierce and Sangiorgi (1993), Vasconcelos (1994) 
and Kobayashi and Yonezawa (1994) deal with subtyping in such calculi. But their type 
models differs in an important aspect from the one presented in this paper: They are not 
able to represent constraints on the ordering of messages and, therefore, cannot ensure 
that all sent messages can be processed. 

There was not done much work on type models able to deal with constraints on the 
ordering of messages because of the difficulty of this problem. Nierstrasz (1993) argues that 
it is essential for a type model to regard an object as a process in a process calculus. He 
proposes "regular types" and "request substitutability" - a specific form of the principle 
of substitutability - as foundations of subtyping. However, his very general results are 
not concrete enough to develop a static type system from them, especially because his 
approach does not deal properly with aliases as we do in our approach. 

The proposal of Kobayashi and Yonezawa (1994) is more practical and supports subtyp
ing in a similar way as sequential object-oriented languages based on a typed >.-calculus: A 
type of an active object specifies the set of messages that will be accepted by all instances; 
a subtype specifies an extended set of messages. In fact, their approach is a subset of our 
approach: Each type is the solution of an equation x =(PI+···+ Pn)x, where PI, ... ,Pn 
are the prototypes of all messages understood by the type. Kobayashi and Yonezawa as
sume that messages in the mail queue are processed in arbitrary ordering; but their type 
system does not ensure that each received message will be processed eventually. 

The proposal of Nielson and Nielson (1993) can deal with constraints on the ordering 
of messages. As in the process type model, types in this proposal are based on a process 
algebra and type updating. However, this proposal does not exploit the principle of type 
splitting or any comparable mechanism. Thus, the type model cannot ensure that all sent 
messages are understood. But subtyping is supported so that instances of subtypes pre-
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serve the properties expressed in supertypes; if a program corresponding to a supertype 
sends only understood messages, also a program corresponding to a subtype does so. Be
cause types specify the communication between processes completely, subtyping is rather 
restricted; a subtype cannot specify additional message orderings and messages. 

Fr(lllund (1992) proposed subtyping for a concurrent object-oriented programming lan
guage so that the language does not suffer from the inheritance anomaly. (Inheritance 
anomaly is the difficulty of inheritance in concurrent languages caused by the presence of 
synchronization code.) Although it is well-known that inheritance and subtyping are two 
different mechanisms (Cook et al., 1990) it is surprising that this proposal requires the 
subtyping relationship to be just the other way round than our proposal and most other 
proposals. The reason for this difference is not yet completely understood. 

5 CONCLUSION 

We defined the type of an active object by the set of traces of received messages that can 
be processed by the object. A subtype is essentially specified by a superset of this trace 
set. This definition is compatible with the principle of substitutability and extends the 
conventional type model as well as the model proposed by Kobayashi and Yonezawa so 
that modifications of object behavior are expressible in types. A complete axiomatization 
of our type model by a process calculus based on trace semantics was given. A simple typed 
concurrent programming language/model was introduced. Expressions in this language 
can be type-checked statically according to the principles of type updating, type splitting 
and type renewal. For well-typed programs, all sent messages are understood by the 
receiver. Our results are applicable to a wide class of languages since the type model does 
not depend on details of the communication. 
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